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Vorticity fluctuations in turbulent counterflow of superfluid helium
J. A. Northby
Department of PhysicsU, niversity of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island 0288I
{Received 28 November 1977; revised manuscript received 19 June 1978)
A model of vorticity fluctuations in turbulent helium based on Vinen's dynamical equation is developed. Its
predictions are compared mth measurements of &51.2& recently reported by Mantese, Bischoff, and Moss.
The result is interpreted as supporting the validity of Vinen's equation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent experimental studies' ' of turbulent
counterflow of superfluid helium have provided
considerable support for a phenomonological model
first proposed by Vinen. ' He presumed that the
state could be adequately described by the length of
randomly oriented quantized vortex line per
unit volume, I, and that I satisfied the dynamical
equation
BI.
—=E(L v)
Bt
where v is the relative velocity of the two fluids.
He argued further that E(L, v) should have the
functional form
P'(L v) Xl Pn L3/2 1 L 1/2~ v ~2 Ls (lb)
2p d 2w
where g„x„B,and a are dimensionless con-
stants of order unity, z is the quantum of circula-
tion, and d is an effective diameter characterizing
the counterflow channel.
At equilibrium, SL/st=0 and the equation has
solutions Lo(v) only for values of v greater than a
threshold velocity v, :
4np /' X.
7Tp„()(~B d
We can express them conveniently in Arms of the
reduced velocity x —= v/v, .
I =4(n/d)'x'[1+(1 —1/x)' ] (3)
The measurements cited above have involved
measurements only in steady counterflow. Con-
sequently, their results serve only to confirm
Eq. (3) and do not bear directly on the validity of
the dynamical equation (1), Earlier experiments'
did attempt to study the dynamical behavior of L
by modulating v, but interpretation of the results'
is complicated by the effect of the propagating
turbulent wave front. ' Mention should also be made
of a microscopic calculation of the properties of
the vortex array by Schwarz. ' His model, at pre-
sent, deals only with steady flow well above thres-
hold, and doesn't attempt to describe the dynami-
cal response of L to changes in v.
In a recent letter, Mantese, Bischoff, and Moss'
(MBM) reported experimental measurements of
both the length of line present in steady-state
turbulence and the mean-square fluctuation about
that value. The results were obtained from a
study of the attenuation of second sound which
propagates across a counterflow channel. Mea-
surements of the fluctuations in I are particularly
interesting because they provide a potential test
of the dynamical predictions of Vinen's model.
MBM suggest that the physical, origin of the effect
is a random component of the counterflow velo-
city v, which drives the fluctuations in a manner
determined by Eq. (1). They then introduce an
instability model and use it to explain their experi-
mental results. However, their argument is of
questionable validity, for, among other difficulties,
it predicts a definite relationship between the
mean-square fluctuation in I and that in v, inde-
pendent of the spectral compositions of the fluc-
tuations. This results is physically unreasonable,
since it is easy to show from Eq. (1) that I will
respond differently to slow variations in v than. to
rapid ones.
The purpose of this paper is to show that it is
possible to understand the experimental measure-
ments of MBM quantitatively in terms of a model
which explicitly accounts both for the spectral
composition of the fluctuations and for the dynami-
cal aspects of Vinen's equation. The method is
fairly common" "; in fact, similar arguments
were first applied to the problem of fluctuations
in turbulent helium by Hoch, Busse, and Moss."
II. FLUCTUATIONS IN I. NEAR THRESHOLD
Let us presume, as did MBM, that there is a
small random component of the counterflow velo-
city which drives fluctuations in I in a manner
determined by Eq. (1). At mean velocities, v„
near the threshold, the line density is low and as
a first approximation it is reasonable to neglect
any feedback reaction of the fluctuations in I on
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those in v. The equilibrium value of I, L„ is
defined by E(L„v,) -=0, which leads to Eq. (3) with
x= vo/v, . Next we presume that the fluctuations
5L(t) =—L(f) —Lo and 5v(t) —=v(t) —v, are small enough
so that we may linearize Eq. (1) about the equili-
brium point (I 2, v,). The result is that 5L(t) obeys
a Langevin equation
-I —5L+ —I = 5v,
y(e
f)st v i (4)
where the coefficients are conveniently expressed
in terms of the reduced velocity by
f = [(16b/v, )(n/d)'] f,(x),
I/& = [4b(n/d)'] f,(x),
where
f,(x) -=x'[1+(1 —1/x)" ']',
f,(x) —= x'(1-1/x)' '[1+(1—1/x)' '],
b = )(,~/2v. -
Note that the relaxation time & diverges at thres-
hold (x= 1) while the gain f remains well behaved.
For a linear, shift-invariant system such as that
described by Eq. (4), the power spectrum of 5L,
G~(e), is related to the power spectrum of 5v,
Gv(u)), by
G (")= Iif (&)I'G (") (7)
IK
lKI-
IX)K
0
0 .05
w(sec ')
FIG. l. (Hz (&o) ~2 for various x near threshold.
.IO
where
H~((u) =f&/(I —ia)&)
is the transfer function for the system. The mean-
square fluctuation in L, (5L'), is then related to
the integral of the power spectrum by Parseval's
theorem:
(DL') fGL(W)de=
0
~ ( f2g2
Gv((d) d(d
0 k]. + Q) T O
IO—3
2lo =
I I ( I IIII I ( I
This is a precise version of the previous state-
ment that (5L') depends on the explicit form of the
power spectrum of 5v and not just on (5v'}. It is
clear that in order to make further progress it
will be necessary to say something about the power
spectrum of 5v.
The function IH~(u)) I' is illustrated in Fig. 1 for
various x, and we observe that it is a very sensi-
tive function of both x and e near threshold. In
particular, since & becomes very large near x= 1,
the function is sharply peaked at v = 0. If we now
assume only that Gv(a)) is a slowly varying function
of &o near zero, a first approximation to (5L') valid
near threshold may be had by replacing G„(&o) by
IO—I
IO
I
i l «ill '~ I i &ijl
IO
I I I
FIG. 2. Line-density measurements of Mantese et aE.
(Ref. 9) vs reduced velocity x=—v,/v, . The solid line is
the stable branch (+) of Eq. (3) with +/d=0. 78 cm ~. The
dashed line is the unstable branch (-).
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G„(0) in Eq. (9), which gives
(OJ') = (w/2)f'&Gv(0),
where A is a constant. " By examination of Eq.
(10), one sees that (5I') should have an extremely
narrow divergence at x= 1. It should then pass
through a sharp minimum at x= 1.02, and ulti-
mately rise as x4 for large x.
In order to compare this prediction with the
measurements of L, and (6L') reported by MBM,
we proceed as follows. The critical heat current
q, = p,STv, is chosen by eye as that value at which(5L') first rises above its background value. The
data are then replotted in Fig. 2 and 3 as a func-
tion of x= j/j, = vo/e„ for a choice of q, = 3.2 mW/
cm', or alternatively, v, = 4.9 x 10-' cm/sec. Next
we choose a value of n./d to match Eg. (3) to theI, data. The result for o./d=0. 78 cm ' is shown
as the solid curve in Fig. 2. Finally, we adjust
the constant 4 in Eq. (10) to match the fluctuation
I I I IIII
data near threshold. The result for A = 6 x 10 4
cm 4 is shown as the solid curve labeled 1 in
Fig. 3. It can be seen that the agreement is quite
good for values of x less than roughly 5, with the
exception that there is no evidence in the data of
the predicted narrow divergence at x=1. There
are at least three reasons why the latter outcome
is not surprising. First, the divergence arises
from increasing power in the lowest-frequency
fluctuations, but the lowest frequencies are not
detected experimentally since data are taken with
a finite record length. Second, the effect of temp-
erature regulation will be to suppress low-fre-
quency fluctuations in 5v. Finally, the lineariza-
tion hypothesis undoubtedly fails in the immediate
vicinity of threshold.
It should be pointed out that taking A, and hence
Gv(0), to be independent of x is an additional
assumption initially motivated by the agreement
with experiment. This, in turn, implies that the
mechanism responsible for the fluctuations in 5v
is most likely not normal fluid turbulence, as
suggested by MBM, for this would be expected to
lead to fluctuations that increase with increasing
v, . Instead, it appears likely that the fluctuations
are an intrinsic feature of the liquid, a point we
will return to below.
IO—2
IO =
III. FLUCTUATIONS IN s
In order to make further progress, it will be
necessary to introduce a model to describe the
power spectrum of the fluctuations in v. We take
the view that there are randomly varying tempera-
ture and pressure gradients in the fluid whose
origin we won't question further. These gradients
then drive the fluctuations in v in a manner des-
cribed by the usual two fluid equations of motion. '
Let us study the dynamical response of v in a slit
of width d coupling two reservoirs. The equations
of motion are
av ~ gp.
'+(v, V)v, = ——+SVT,
~t
IO = av~
~ ~ VP p
"+(v„V)v„=————'SVT+ —"V'v„,
~t p p„ p„
(12)
10 =
I I I I &sitl I I I
IO
FIG. 3. Mean-squar e line-density fluctuations meas-
ured by Mantese et al. (Ref. 9) vs reduced velocity. The
solid curves denoted (1-3) are the theoretical predictions
of Eqs. (10), (24), and (37) described in the text.
and we presume no slip boundary conditions of v„
at z= +0/2. We make the following simplifying
assumptions. First, we note that Eq. (11) acts to
strongly couple pressure and temperature fluctua-
tions so that at low frequencies it is reasonable to
expect that they are not independent but, instead,
are coupled by the thermomechanical relation
V'p = pSV'T. In other words, we assume that the
fluctuations of importance at low frequencies take
place at constant chemical potential. In this case
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we have v, = const and Eq. (12) becomes the ordi-
nary Navier-Stokes equation:
Bv ~ ~ Vp 'g„
"+(v„V)v„=——+ —"V v„.
pn p
(13)
Our second assumption is that at low frequencies
we may treat the flow as unidirectional"; i.e. , we
presume the solutions are of the form v„= v„(g, t)x.
Equation (13) then reduces to
H((o}= Q
17 (2/+ 1) 1 —'l(dry (16)
j 0/( j } & 0 Pnd/Onv (17}
We can simplify things considerably by noting that
H(&o) is strongly dominated by its first term
H'((o) = (8r, /m') [1/(1 —i(ur, )].
In particular, it may be shown that
(18)
(19)96, (2j+ 1}n H (ar)
z (2j+ 1} 8
and consequently that the fractional error in G„(+),
made by replacing H(&o) by H (&u), ranges from
0.971 at m=0 to 0.657 at ~=. Since we are pri-
marily interested in the fluctuation spectrum at
low frequencies it should be a very good approxi-
mation to take
G „((o)= (8r,/n')'G, ((u)/(I+ ger,') .
As a final step we will also assume that the fluc-
tuations in the pressure gradient are essentially
uncorrelated even for times much shorter than &,.
It is therefore possible to replace G,(&o) by a con-
stant and obtain for an approximate power spec-
trum of 5v
(20)
G„((o)= G„(0)/(1+ (o'r',); r, = p„d'/O„v'. (21)
For values appropriate to the experiments of MBM(T=1.65 K, d=0.5 cm), the relaxation time r, is
55.9 sec.
We may combine this result with Eqs. (7) and (9)
to get
On n gt) (14)
ag p„eg2
where g(t) -=- ~(vp)/p„~ is a random function of
time only. Since the equation is linear, it also
holds for fluctuations for v„and g about their aver-
age in counterflow.
Given these assumptions, one can show" that the
power spectrum G„(&u) of the fluctuations in the
spatial average relative velocity v is related to the
power spectrum of the gradient term G,(co) by
G (~)= ~H(~) ~'G,(~) (15)
where
and
G~((o) = G„(0)f'r'/(1+ &o'r' )(1+ (o'r', ) (22)
( 2} n vG„(0)f2r], +r/r
This expression may be rewritten explicitly as a
function of x to facilitate comparison with experi-
ment:
af', (x)/f, (x)
1+Cf,(x)
where the constants A and C are given by
A = -', ~G „(0)[(64b/v', )(u/d)'],
C = r,4b(o. /d)'.
(24)
(25)
which can be related to the constants A and C by
using Eq. (25}:
(bv ) A/C (27)
v' 16(n/d)'
The resulting experimental rms velocity fluctuation
is ((bv'))'~' =0.067v, . This corresponds to a fluc-
tuating velocity on the order of 3 && 10 ' cm/sec,
or to a fluctuating heat current on the order of
200 pW/cm'. These do not seem so large as to
be easily excluded by other experiments. It is
interesting to note that were we to accept both A
and C as experimentally determined, this result
would be independent of any assumption about the
value of either b or &,.
It does not appear likely that the apparent level-
ing off of the experimental curve for large x can
be explained by simply adopting some more real-
istic choice of the velocity power spectrum. It
Recalling that b is related to the parameter X, of
the Vinen expression by Eq. (6), one might hope to
treat C as an adjustable constant and obtain, in
this way, an experimental value of X,. The agree-
ment with experiment, however, is quite insensi-
tive to the value of X, as long as 0 & X, &1.4. It
seems preferable, then, to use the accepted value'
X, =1.08 to evaluate C, obtaining C=2.3X 10 '. One
then cari adjust the single parameter A to fit the
experimental curve. The result is shown as the
solid curve labeled 2 in Fig. 3, again with A
=6X 10 ' cm '. Agreement with experiment at
larger values of x is somewhat- improved, but the
appparent leveling off of the experimental results
starting at values of x near 10 is clearly not re-
produced by this model either.
One of the advantages of using an integrable
spectrum G„(&o) is that one can now obtain an ex-
perimental estimate of the mean-square velocity
fluctuation (6v'}. By integrating Eq. (21), we find
(26)
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could perhaps be accounted for if for some reason
the magnitude of the fluctuations in v were to
become a decreasing function of v, . The most ob-
vious way in which fluctuations in v might depend
on v, at all would be if the normal fluid flow were
turbulent. However, this would almost certainly
lead to fluctuations which increase with increasing
v„which is the wrong direction to explain the
results. A possible resolution of the problem may
be had if we recall that one of our earliest approxi-
mations was the neglect of the feedback reaction
of the fluctuations in L on those of v. For large
enough fluctuations this will certainly no longer be
justified. An increase in v will produce an in-
crease in L; the extra line will then lead to an
additional force on the normal fluid acting to op-
pose the increase in v. This mechanism will lead
to fluctuations whose magnitude will decrease
with increasing v„which is the correct direction
to account for the results. In order to properly
describe this situation it will be necessary to
consider the fluctuations in v and I simultaneously
as part of a single coupled system
1 82 aBL+ y—BL+ c5L
~
=g(t),
a f Bt2 Bt . j
where
(30)
-1 l. =1y=--+
—;c- —+ Pxf.1 7 jj (31)
Consequently, 6L satisfies the dynamical equation
of a damped harmonic oscillator driven by a ran-
dom forcing function g(t). The transfer function
for the system is
Ht((u) = a, f/[(c —(u') —i(uy],
and the power spectrum of .6L is related to that of
g(t) by
(32)
G,(0) f'
(c 2)2+ y 2~2 (34)
where G v(0) = (ao&,)'G (0). Using
(33)
If we make our usual assumption that G,(&o) can be
replaced by G,(0}we obtain for the power spectrum
of 5L
IV. FLUCTUATIONS IN L INCLUDING FEEDBACK
dc'
o (c —(u')'+y'(u' 2yc' (35)
A relatively simple but clearly approximate
model of the system which includes the effect of
feedback may be developed by using the following
arguments. The principal result of Sec. III is that
the power spectrum of 5v is very similar to that
which would be obtained if 5v obeyed a Langevin
equation of the form
(28)
—5v+ —= a, g(t) —px6L,a
at T
(29)
where P is considered to be an adjustable constant.
Since we have already seen that 6L satisfies
8 QL
—gL+ —= 5v,f Bt (4)
we can insert this into Eq. (29) and eliminate Gv.
Let us presume, then, that in the absence of fluc-
tuations in L, 5v actually does satisfy this dynami-
cal equation. In the presence of a fluctuation 5L,
however, there will be an additional force acting
on the normal fluid which tends to reduce Ov.
This force should be proportional to 6L and also
to the mean relative velocity between the vortex
array and the normal fluid. This in turn may- be
shown to be proportional to v or to x." Conse-
quently, it is reasonable to modify Eq. (28) to
account for feedback as follows:
we can integrate Eq. (34) to obtain (5L') .
2'„(0)f r(5L2 (1+ro/T)(1+ pr xfr)
where we have used Eq. (33) to replace y and c.
We note that this reduces to Eq. (23) when p =0,
and to Eq. (10) when 7', = 0.
In order to compare Eq. (36) with experiment
we can rewrite it to make the dependence on x
more explicit:
(-36)
Af', (x)/f, (x)
[1+Cf, (x)](1+[ Boxf, ( x) /f, (x)] ]
(37)
where A and C are still defined by Eq. (25), and
B, is an adjustable constant given by
Bo = P(4r, /v, )(o'/d)'. (38)
We note that for large x, (5L)' now reaches a
limiting value lim„. „(5L')=A/BOC. In addition,
(5L') no longer diverges at x= 1 but instead reaches
the finite value A/B, . Equation (37}, evalua. ted
with Bp 5&10 and with the same values of A and
C used earlier, is shown as the curve labeled 3
in Fig. 3. The result essentially reproduces
curve 2 for values of x~ 7, but begins to flatten
off for large x. The good qualitative agreement
with the data certainly provides support for the
hypothesis that large-x behavior is strongly in-
fluenced by the effects of feedback. However, the
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experimental results are clearly too imprecise
to offer a convincing test of the details of the
model.
V. SUMMARY
The physical model that we have used to explain
the fluctuations in I begins with the suggestion of
MBM that they are driven by fluctuations in v in
a manner described by the Vinen equation. How-
ever, in contrast to MBM who assume that the
fluctuations arise from turbulent flow of the nor-
mal fluid, we presume that small fluctuations in v
are an intrinsic feature of the liquid even at rest,
and not a product of the applied heat flow. By
linearizing the Vinen equation if proves possible
to directly relate (5L') to the power spectrum of
5e. This relation is used in two ways. First, we
note that behavior near threshold is very sensitive
to the details of the Vinen equation and very insensi-
tive to the details of the power spectrum 5v. The
resulting prediction of threshold behavior agrees
well with experiment and thus constitutes perhaps
the best confirmation yet of the validity of Vinen's
complete dynamical equation. Second, we attempt
a model calculation of the low-frequency behavior
of the fluctuations in v. The fluctuations in v are
presumed driven by fluctuating temperature grad-
ients in the fluid and damped by ordinary viscous
effects. No attempt is made to identify the source
of the fluctuating gradients. Calculation of (6I')
with this more realistic Gg&o) does not alter the
previous good agreement with experiment near
threshold, nor significantly improve the poor
agreement well above it. One benefit of the intro-
duction of an integrable G~ is that it allows us to
extract a value of (5v') from the data and show
that it is reasonably small.
In order to understand the large velocity data
we introduce a simplified model which assumes
that fluctuations in I and v are strongly coupled in
a feedback loop which is driven by small fluctuating
temperature gradients. The predictions of the
model agree well enough with the measurements
of (V.') to suggest that the physical principles are
probably correct. The data are clearly inadequate
to provide a test of the details of the model, how-
ever. We note that the strength of this model lies
not in its ability to predict (5L '), but in its quite
explicit predictions about the dependence of the
power spectrum GL(&u) on both &o and x. Experi-
mental measurements of G~(&o) should soon be
available" and will then provide a much more
rigorous test of the arguments presented here.
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